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1 Introduction

The presence of artifact in intensive care monitoring data is a major problem. For example, maintaining blood pressure in critically ill patients is a key management goal, and yet it is the physiological variable most prone to error. In addition to real-time monitoring, artifact detection is necessary for the proper audit or trial of therapies.

In this study we collect and annotate data from 27 intensive care unit (ICU) patients from the Southern General Hospital in Glasgow. Two models are compared for the detection, removal and cleaning of artifact in the vital signs data, namely the Factorial Switching Linear Dynamical System (FSLDS) and the Discriminative Switching Linear Dynamical System (DSLDS). We also consider a combination of the two, called the $\alpha$-mixture (as described in sec. 7.3). Three types of artifactual events are considered: blood sample, damped trace (in the arterial line), and suction events. The area under ROC curve (AUC) scores for the detection of these events are: blood sample 0.95, damped trace: 0.79, suction 0.64 ($\alpha$-mixture), with similar results for the FSLDS and DSLDS. The system is able run in real-time, and we discuss issues that had to be addressed to achieve this.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: we describe the data collection, data preprocessing and data annotation processes in sections 2, 3 and 4. Section 5 evaluates what effect data cleaning can have on data summaries. In sections 6 and 7 we describe the FSLDS and DSLDS models that are used to make predictions of artifactual events in the data. In order to use these models we need to identify a period of stability, when no artifact is present; the resulting stability detector is presented in section 8. Section 9 describes the issues that needed to be addressed to make a real-time system, and section 10 gives details of the software produced for the project. Experimental results are given in section 11, and conclusions and future work are discussed in section 12.

2 Data Collection

Data was captured in the Neuro Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the Southern General Hospital (SGH) in Glasgow. Signals collected were arterial blood pressure (ABP), electrocardiogram (ECG), pulse oximetry pulse, intracranial pressure (ICP), end tidal CO2 (EtCO2) and the respiratory signal (Resp) from the patient bedside monitor. Data sampling rates are signal dependent; the ECG signal is sampled at 500 Hz and all other channels sampled at 125 Hz. This raw waveform data was captured from the bed side ICU Philips Intellivue Monitors.

The data were captured in two different ways. For the first set of eight patients (labelled BioTBI), the waveform data was recorded onto a laptop computer connected into the bedside monitor. This system had some reliability problems, so that the data for a patient can be broken into a number of intervals, with gaps in between. So, for example, patient BioTBI001 has two records BioTBI001_1 and BioTBI001_2 in
our database. In total there were 17 data intervals recorded for the eight BioTBI patients.

Due to the unreliability of the above system, the waveform capture software ixTrend was purchased from ixellence GmbH (2015). Their “Netserver” software sits as a service on each of the Intellivue Monitor's embedded PCs and captures data from the monitor via the Medical Interface Bus (MIB) serial interface. Each minute, raw waveform data from all waveform channels is captured, compressed and sent via the local area network to a SQL Server database hosted on a local ICU server. Waveform data from each of the eight SGH Neuro ICU beds is continuously captured from the moment a patient is admitted to an ICU bed space and a valid patient identifier is entered onto the local bedside electronic record system (Philips ICCA). A system batch file running as an ixellence service detects when new patients are admitted into an ICU bed. Data collected in this fashion is labelled as CSO_0001 onwards in our dataset.

Data for eighty four patients were captured between December 2012 and January 2015. Of these, 27 patients were selected as suitable for analysis. The remaining 57 patients were excluded for the following reasons: i) Inappropriate admission pathology: N=23 (as study admission criteria were focused upon patients with TBI or SAH), ii) Insufficient data or channel type within first 48 hours of admission: N=16 (some patients that are admitted over weekend or at unsociable hours can have several days before annotation can begin), iii) Network Hardware failure: N=10 or Software down-sampling failures: N=2, iv) TBI patients excluded to ensure study design balance between SAH/TBI cohorts: N=3, v) Noisy data or no Events of Interest: N=2 vi) Patient refused study consent: N=1. Of the 27 patients 15 were traumatic brain injury (TBI) and 12 subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) patients.

In addition to the raw waveform data capture, additional clinical data useful for event interpretation was captured and reviewed as required from the Philips Medical ICU eRecord system (ICCA) to supplement the waveform data. This included TBI/SAH status, age, gender, etc.

3 Data Preprocessing

Although the waveform data is recorded at 125 or 500Hz, second-by-second summary data is more than adequate for condition monitoring of patient status, as has been shown e.g. by the neo-natal ICU work of Quinn (2008).

C++ code was written to down-sample the waveform quality data to second-by-second summary measures. The approach used is fully described in Shaw (2013). In brief, for each signal mentioned in sec. 2, an index channel is identified (as specified in Table 2 in Shaw 2013). The purpose of the index signal is to identify a physiologically meaningful interval over which to measure the signal. For example, ECG is used as the index for the ABP signal, and the ECG is processed to identify the R-R interval (the interval between ventricle depolarizations in the heart). Once an interval has been identified the signal is processed as appropriate, and the results are then interpolated to 1 Hz. For example for the ABP signal, the mean, diastolic (minimum pressure) and systolic (maximum pressure) channels are obtained per interval and then interpolated.

4 Data Annotation

The BioTBI patients plus CSO_0001 and CSO_0002 were annotated by CH. The aim was to annotate specific types of events that can affect the data quality and interpretation of the channels. Later, an experienced ICU nurse (PMc) was hired for a six month period to carry out annotation of further data collected under the CSO project. To gain experience, PMc annotated patients CSO_0001 and CSO_0002 independently, and then CH and PMc discussed the annotations together to produce a consensus annotation.

Where possible PMc carried out “live” annotation of patients admitted to the Neuro ICU of the SGH. A total of 8 patients in the study were annotated in this manner (CSO_0083, CSO_0099, CSO_0107, CSO_0112, CSO_0113, CSO_0115, CSO_0129, CSO_0158). However, as the annotator cannot be present 24/7 and to ensure consistency, these patients were re-annotated using recorded data to produce the dataset.

46 different annotation labels were used, as can be seen on the column headings of Table 1. Each event was annotated with a date, a start and end time, the event type, an indication of which signals are affected by the event, and a field for free text comments. These events include taking blood samples, damped traces, patient turning and suctioning. Table 1 shows the number of events of each type for each patient, along with summary statistics at the bottom. Table 2 shows the total duration (in seconds) for each event.
We have used two different models for make inferences from the time-series data, the Factorial Switching Linear Dynamical System (FSLDS), and a newer variant called the Discriminative Switching Linear Dynamical System (DSLDS). The FSLDS is described below, and the DSLDS in section 7.

The FSLDS is a latent variable model for time-series data, where each time step represents an observation $y_t$. The model has a hidden discrete state $s_t$, a hidden continuous state variable $x_t$, and continuous observations $y_t$, as illustrated in Fig. 3(left). The discrete state is factorial in nature — it is the cross product of the factors. For each time step $t$, given $M$ factors $f^{(i)}_t \dots f^{(M)}_t$ the state $s_t$ is $f^{(1)}_t \otimes \dots \otimes f^{(M)}_t$. Factors are assumed to be independent of each other in the prior and to have Markovian dependence, i.e.

$$p(s_t|s_{t-1}) = \prod_{m=1}^{M} p(f^{(m)}_t|f^{(m)}_{t-1}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

If each factor $f^{(m)}$ can adopt one of $L^{(m)}$ values then there are $K$ possible states, where $K = \prod_{m=1}^{M} L^{(m)}$.

The model is Markovian, so that $s_t$ is independent of $s_{t-2}, s_{t-3} \ldots$ given $s_{t-1}$, and the transition probabilities are specified by a matrix where the element $(i, j)$ equals $P(s_t = j|s_{t-1} = i)$.

The continuous state $x_t$ evolves in a linear Gaussian fashion so that

$$p(x_t|x_{t-1}, s_t) \sim N(A^s(x_{t-1} - \mu^s) + \mu^s + d^s, Q^s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $A^s$ is the system matrix for state $s$, $\mu^s$ is the mean value for the latent state, $d^s$ is the drift term, and $Q^s$ is the corresponding system noise covariance matrix.

The observations $y_t$ are derived from the continuous state with some additive Gaussian noise so

$$p(y_t|x_t, s_t) \sim N(H^s x_t + o^s, R^s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $H^s$ is the observation matrix, $o^s$ is an offset term, and and $R^s$ is the corresponding observation noise covariance matrix.

5 The Effect of Data Cleaning on Data Summary Measures

Given the annotations described above, we can assess what effect cleaning the raw data will have on summary measures. Say for example we wish to compute the average of the systolic blood pressure (BP.sys) over 30 minute intervals (which could be useful for assessing trends in the blood pressure of the patient). If there are periods labelled as artifact during the 30 minute period, these are removed, and the average is computed only over the “clean” data in the interval.

The results of doing this can be visualized with a Bland-Altman plot (Altman and Bland, 1983), where the clean value is plotted on the x-axis, and the difference between the clean and raw values on the y-axis. The results for the various channels are shown in Figure 2 for all 27 available patients. The fraction of entries for which the differences are non-zero are as follows: Heart Rate 55%, Respiratory Rate 59%, Blood Pressure (diastolic) 59%, Blood Pressure (systolic) 70%, Blood Pressure (mean) 84%, Intracranial Pressure (diastolic) 56%, Intracranial Pressure (systolic) 75%, Intracranial Pressure (mean) 75%, End Tidal CO2 75%, Pleth 64%, Central Venous Pressure 64%. Hence for all channels well over 50% of the 30-minute summaries are affected in some way by artifact. Of course in many cases the difference may be small, although e.g. for BP.sys we observe the extreme differences can be more than +20 and -10 mmHg, which would certainly be clinically significant.

6 Factorial Switching Linear Dynamical System

We have used two different models for make inferences from the the time-series data, the Factorial Switching Linear Dynamical System (FSLDS), and a newer variant called the Discriminative Switching Linear Dynamical System (DSLDS). The FSLDS is described below, and the DSLDS in section 7.

In Figure 1, for each patient-annotation combination, the area of the rectangle indicates the fraction of recorded time that the particular annotation was present for that patient. The most notable feature is that the damped trace events occupy a large fraction of time, particularly for the CSO patients. We see from Table 2 that the mean duration of damped trace events is almost 30,000 seconds (over 8 hours). In contrast, the average duration of blood sampling is around 450s per patient which is a very small fraction of the total duration, and so is not distinguishable from the dotted grid points in Figure 1.

Figures 5 and 6 show examples of damped trace and blood sample events.
The joint distribution of the model is therefore

\[ p(x_{1:T}, s_{1:T}, y_{1:T}) = p(s_1)p(x_1)p(y_1|x_1, s_1) \prod_{t=2}^{T} p(s_t|x_{t-1})p(x_t|x_{t-1}, s_t)p(y_t|x_t, s_t). \]  

(4)

6.1 Factors

Each of the discrete variables (or factors) represents an event that can affect the observations. In the domain of interest here, this could include taking blood samples, endo-tracheal suctioning, or a damped trace. A factor variable can either be inactive or in one of a number of possible discrete states. The discrete state of the system is obtained from the full specification of the values of all factor variables. Each factor affects a specific subset of channels. There is one further factor, the X-factor, which is there to catch all unusual events that aren’t modelled by any of the other factors. The X-factor can be either active or inactive.

Each factor affects a specified set of channels and leaves others unaffected — for instance the blood sample factor only affects the arterial blood pressure (ABP) channels. When two factors both affect the same channel, one takes precedence over the other. The precedence rules are set using prior knowledge about how factors interact.

Details of the models used for each factor and the preference rules are given in Appendix A.

6.2 Channels

The continuous observation space in this work consists of the values of several physiological variables of interest such as heart rate, respiration rate, systolic and diastolic arterial blood pressure and mean intracranial pressure.

Data on any channel can be missing, perhaps because of a disconnected sensor. If a channel has not been present up to a given point in time (e.g. if a sensor has not yet been attached) then it is ignored. This is done by setting the appropriate rows of all \( H \) matrices to zero. In addition, those parts of the output are set to NaN, overwriting the value that was inferred. If the channel was present at some time before but is currently missing (e.g. the sensor has been disconnected) then it is ignored in the same way but the estimated values are outputted.

6.3 Inference

The inference module performs filtering (rather than smoothing or prediction). Thus at each time step \( t \) it infers the latent state \( (s_t \text{ and } x_t) \) given the observation history up to and including \( t \) \( (y_1 t) \).

In a model with no discrete state, Kalman filtering would consist simply of alternating prediction and correction steps (as described in Appendix A.1 of Murphy (1998) or Section 18.3.1 of Murphy (2012)). However, there is also a discrete latent state. Exact inference in this case scales exponentially in \( t \) (Lerner and Parr, 2001). This problem is dealt with in the code by applying the Gaussian Sum Approximation, referred to in Murphy (1998) as the Generalized Pseudo Bayesian algorithm of order 1, or GBP(1). It works by collapsing the \( K \) different Gaussians at a given time down to a single Gaussian using moment matching, as detailed in Murphy (1998).

7 Discriminative Switching Linear Dynamical System

The DSLDS was developed by Georgatzis and Williams (2015). The key idea is to make the prediction of discrete state \( s_t \) be a discriminative task based on the observations, and then to make the inference of continuous state \( x_t \) be dependent on the observations and the inferred discrete state.

We start by modelling \( p(x_t|y_{1:t+r}) \) with a discriminative classifier, where (features of) observations from the previous \( t \) and future \( r \) time steps affect the belief of the model about \( s_t \). The inclusion of \( r \) frames of future context is analogous to fixed-lag smoothing in an FSLDS (see e.g. Särkkä, 2013, sec. 10.5). Inclusion of future observations in the conditioning set means that the DSLDS will operate with a delay of \( r \) seconds, since an output of the model at time \( t \) can be produced only after time \( t + r \). However, provided that \( r \) is small enough \( (r \leq 10s \text{ in experiments}) \), this delay is negligible compared to the increase in performance. The LDS component can also be regarded from a similar discriminative viewpoint which allows us to model \( p(x_t|x_{t-1}, y_t) \). The main advantage of this discriminative view is that it allows for a
rich number of (potentially highly correlated) features to be used without having to explicitly model their distribution or the interactions between them, as is the case in a generative model. A combination of these two discriminative viewpoints gives rise to the DSLDS graphical model in Figure 3(right).

The DSLDS is summarized by the equation

\[ p(s, x|y) = p(s_1|y_1)p(x_1|s_1, y_1) \prod_{t=2}^{T} p(s_t|y_{t-1:t+r}) p(x_t|x_{t-1}, s_t, y_t). \]  

(5)

We have used the simplest assumption for \( p(s_t|y_{t-1:t+r}) \) that it factorizes, so that \( p(s_t|y_{t-1:t+r}) = \prod_{m=1}^{M} p(f_t^{(m)}|y_{t-1:t+r}). \)

7.1 Predicting \( s_t \)

We model the conditional probability of each factor being active at time \( t \) given the observations with a probabilistic discriminative binary classifier, so that \( p(f_t^{(m)} = 1|y_{t-1:t+r}) = G(\phi(y_{t-1:t+r})) \), where \( G(\cdot) \) is a classifier-specific function, and \( \phi(y_{t-1:t+r}) \) is the feature vector that acts as input to our model at each time step.

Following Georgatzis and Williams (2015) we use a random forest classifier (Breiman, 2001). The output of the random forest for a new test point is an average of the predictions produced by each tree, where the prediction of each tree is the proportion of the observations that belong to the positive class in the leaf node in which the test point belongs to.

We use a variety of features to capture interesting temporal structure between successive observations. At each time step, a sliding window of length \( l + r + 1 \) is computed. For some features we also divide the window into further sub-windows and extract additional features from them. More precisely, the full set of features that are being used are: (i) the observed, raw values of the previous \( l \) and future \( r \) time steps \( (y_{t-1:t+r}) \); (ii) the slopes (calculated by least squares fitting) of segments of that sliding window that are obtained by dividing it in segments of length \( (l + r + 1)/k \); (iii) an exponentially weighted moving average of this window of raw values (with a kernel of width smaller than \( l + r + 1 \)); (iv) the minimum, median and maximum of the same segments; (v) the first order differences of the original window; and (vi) differences of the raw values between different channels. The hyperparameters of the method (number of trees in the forest, \( l \) and \( r \) were set by nested cross-validation, as described in Georgatzis and Williams (2015, sec. 2.4).

7.2 Predicting \( x_t \)

The form of \( p(x_t|x_{t-1}, s_t, y_t) \) is chosen as

\[
p(x_t|x_{t-1}, s_t, y_t) \propto \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} ((x_t - \mu^s) - (A^s(x_{t-1} - \mu^s) + d^s))^T (Q^s)^{-1} ((x_t - \mu^s) - (A^s(x_{t-1} - \mu^s) + d^s)) \right) \\
\times \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} (C^s x_t + o^s - y_t)^T (R^s)^{-1} (C^s x_t + o^s - y_t) \right) .
\]  

(6)

This closely mimics the structure of the FSLDS, but there are differences in \( C^s \). In the DSLDS, \( C^s \) consists of 0/1 entries, which are set based on our knowledge of whether the observations \( y_t \) are artifactual or not under state \( s_t \). In the FSLDS, the corresponding observation model encodes the belief that the generated \( y_t \) should be normally distributed around \( x_t + o^s \) with covariance \( R^s \), whereas in our discriminative version, the observation model encodes our belief that \( x_t + o^s \) should be normally distributed around \( y_t \) with covariance \( R^s \). The idea behind this model is that at each time step we update our belief about \( x_t \), conditioned on its previous value, \( x_{t-1} \), and the current observation, \( y_t \), under the current regime \( s_t \). For example, under an artifactual process, the observed signals do not convey useful information about the underlying physiology of a patient. In that case, we drop the connection between \( y_t \) and \( x_t \) for the artifact-affected channels) which translates into setting the respective entries of \( C^s \) to zero. Then, the latent state \( x_t \) evolves only under the influence of the appropriate system dynamics parameters \( (A^s, Q^s, \mu^s, d^s) \). Conversely, operation under a non-artifactual regime incorporates the information from the observed signals, effectively transforming the inferential process for \( x_t \) into a product of two “experts”, one propagating probabilities from \( x_{t-1} \) and one from the current observations. The \( A^s, Q^s, \mu^s, d^s, o^s \) and \( R^s \) parameters are estimated as in the FSLDS.

For inference, similarly to the FSLDS we wish to compute \( p(s_t, x_t|y_{1:t+r}) \). According to our proposed model, \( p(s_t|y_{t-1:t+r}) \) can be inferred at each time step via a classifier as described in Section 7.1. However, exact inference for \( x_t \) is still intractable; as with the FSLDS we make use of the Gaussian Sum Approximation.
7.3 Combining the FSLDS and DSLDS predictions for \( s_t \)

The FSLDS and DSLDS can be run independently and in parallel. One way to combine their predictions for \( s_t \) is via an \( \alpha \)-mixture (see Amari 2007), with

\[
p_{\alpha}(s_t) = c \left( p_g(s_t)^{1-\alpha}/2 + p_d(s_t)^{1-\alpha}/2 \right)^{2/(1-\alpha)},
\]

where \( p_g(s_t) \) and \( p_d(s_t) \) are the outputs for the switch variable at time \( t \) from FSLDS and the DSLDS respectively, and \( c \) is a normalization constant. For \( \alpha = -1 \) we obtain a mixture of experts (with equally weighted experts), while for \( \alpha \to 1 \), the formula yields a product of experts. \( \alpha \to \infty \) yields the minimum of the two probabilities, while \( \alpha \to -\infty \) gives the maximum.

8 Stability Detection

One of the main purposes of the FSLDS is to detect artifact in observed data. For this to work we need some idea of what non-artifactual data looks like—the stability detector is trained to automatically label periods of non-artifactual data. This idea was introduced in Williams and Stanculescu (2011).

We first need to separate the idea of a channel and a signal—systolic arterial blood pressure (ABP.sys) and heart rate (HR) are examples of channels, ABP and HR are examples of signals. Thus a number of channels can be derived from the same underlying signal measurement. It is signals that are labelled as stable or not, using a selection of channels to make that decision.

This problem is set up as an artifact/non-artifact classification task, where an interval is labelled as artifactual if it overlaps with any artifactual event. Williams and Stanculescu (2011) found that a logistic regression model operating on a number of hand-crafted features was effective for this task, and this is the model used here. In the current work the mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of each signal channel in the interval are extracted for use as features.

The classifier is trained to minimize log loss, and its performance can be assessed with a ROC curve. However, the real mode of operation is rather different – intervals are considered one by one as they come in, and once a non-artifactual interval is identified it is used to train the stability model for the patient.\(^1\)

The operation of this process given a trained detector depends on the threshold applied on the classifier; if it is too low one would expect that artifactual intervals would be accepted as “clean” ones, and if it is too high then the system waits forever and has no notion of stability, and therefore cannot produce useful output. To address this issue the accuracy and waiting times were assessed as a function of the threshold in a cross-validation procedure on the training data, and thresholds were chosen on a per signal basis to be as high as possible while minimizing the waiting time and obtaining good classification accuracy. The ultimate evaluation would be to ask about the quality of the inferences made by the FSLDS depending on the stability interval selected, but this is too hard to optimize directly.

In the experiments reported below the stability detector is trained in a leave-one-patient-out (LOPO) fashion—predictions for the stability of one patient make use of the data for all of the other patients in the dataset for training.

The work by Fawcett and Provost (1999) on the Activity Monitoring Operating Characteristic (AMOC) curve is somewhat related to this problem. However, in their work one is considering a rare event which may occur zero or one times for a particular patient in their monitoring record. In contrast, our data show that over 75% of intervals are classified as non-artifactual for at least one of the signals, so we are not in this rare-event regime.

9 Realtime Implementation

To run the system in real time, the four stages of (i) data extraction from the Neuro ICU database, (ii) data pre-processing, (iii) stability detection and (iv) FSLDS\(^2\) operation all need to connect up and work together in real time. See Figure 4 for a graphic of this pipeline.

\(^1\)To account for the changing condition of a patient in intensive care, a stability model expires after a certain period (the reset interval). At this point the model behaves as if no stability period is defined — this continues until a new stable period is received from the stability detector. The reset interval can be configured according to the problem domain or in light of expert clinical input.

\(^2\)Currently the DSLDS is only implemented in Matlab and is not available for realtime use.
Operating on live data introduces new issues that weren't present in prior work, which used historical data. We briefly discuss those issues below.

**Computational efficiency**  For the system to used live, inference needs to be performed at least as fast as real-time. Given that there will be other concurrent demands on the server, e.g. database access and signal preprocessing, the inference implementation needs to ideally be several times faster than real-time. The final implementation ran at approximately 10x real-time. In addition to common methods for speeding up code (minimizing disc access, passing by reference to avoid copying large amounts of data) this was achieved using:

**Parallelization**  Elements of the inference are performed in parallel (using OpenMP). This was used wherever possible but most notably in the Gaussian Sum Approximation. Here the latent state is inferred in light of a new observation. The previous state is required for predicting the new current state but unknown, and so we perform the inference for all possible previous states and collapse the resulting Gaussian states together (Murphy, 1998). Those inferences can be performed independently and so were done in parallel, distributed across multiple cores.

**Fast matrix libraries**  We perform a large number of matrix operations and so rather than implement them from scratch we used an existing library eigen\(^3\). This has been shown to compare favourably in performance benchmarks to other matrix libraries, see http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Benchmark.

**Stability model estimation**  When using historical data, the period of stability can be selected from the entire patient stay and then used to train a model that is used from the start of the stay. If, however, the system is used in a live setting we can only select from the data we have seen so far. The FSLDS model cannot be used until a stability model has been learnt and so one should be found as soon as possible, as discussed in section 8 above.

The stability model differs from artifactual models in that its parameters are estimated from the patient upon which we are performing inference; in contrast the parameters of the artifactual models are estimated from the training data. In a live scenario we are provided with artifactual models that were trained offline and a stability model that has been trained on-the-fly. Combining the two models requires care since for some artifactual models, parameters from the stability models should be used when a given channel is unaffected by the artifact — for instance heart rate channels are unaffected during a blood sample event.

Since a patient's condition changes over the course of their stay, the system allows for the stability model to be re-estimated periodically. Once a stability period has been identified then it used until a given period of time has passed\(^4\). Once that period has passed, the system invalidates the existing stability period and starts detecting a new one.

10 Software

Software implementing the methods described here is available via http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/300.

**Matlab code**

**Matlab FSLDS**  Matlab code for training and inference using the FLSDS model, as well as some utility scripts for examining data and inference outputs.

**Stability detection**  Matlab code for training a logistic regression classifier for stability detection, as well as methods to extract model parameters for use in the realtime system

**Demos**  Scripts are included that demonstrate the application of the FSLDS on example blood sample, damped trace and suction events. This provides any easy entry point to using the codebase.

**Realtime code**

**Preprocessing**  A tool for extracting a 1Hz signal from high frequency clinical waveform data. C++ source code and documentation is available

---

\(^3\)See http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/.

\(^4\)This is configurable and defaults to twelve hours
Stability detection  This component accepts the 1Hz signal provided by the preprocessor and, for each channel, determines whether the signal on that channel is free from artifact or not. It uses the model trained on the Matlab side above.

FSLDS  C++ code for performing inference in the FSLDS model.

Tests  The code is covered by a suite of unit tests, these are included with the code.

Data storage  Once the waveform data has left the database all derived data is stored on the filesystem as CSV files. This has the advantage of making the files portable and easy to understand but is inefficient in terms of disk space.

Communication  The various components of the system need to communicate with each other, passing on information about, for example, new observations or detected stability periods. This is done using the filesystem — a file is shared between the source and target process of any message and serialised JSON objects are appended to that file.

The above methods may be sufficient for a prototype but a more robust system would use a database instance for storing data and not rely on the filesystem for inter-process communication.

11 Experiments

We ran the FSLDS and DSLDS models on the data collected from the 27 patients. They were set up with factors to model blood sample, damped trace, suction and X. Ground truth for the X-factor is obtained from the full annotations—if there are annotations present at a given time which do not correspond to blood sample, damped trace or suction, then the X-factor is deemed to be active at that time. The evaluation was done in a leave-one-patient-out (LOPO) fashion, so predictions for a given patient can make use of the data for all of the other patients as training data.

At each second the models output posterior probabilities for each factor $p(f_{t}^{(m)}|y_{1:t})$, $m = 1, \ldots, M$, and the estimate of the state $p(x_{t}|y_{1:t})$. $p(x_{t}|y_{1:t})$ is a mixture of Gaussians — when visualizing outputs we show the weighted mean of the components and the overall variance of the mixture, which can be easily displayed with, for example, a line graph and error bars.

Examples of inferences are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for damped trace and blood sample events respectively. On the damped trace example the FSLDS nicely detects the first part of the event (where the systolic and diastolic blood pressures are very close), but erroneously detects a blood sample (instead of a damped trace) in the latter part of the event. It also erroneously detects a suction event throughout the trace. The X-factor fires correctly at the end of the trace, but also erroneously at the beginning. Notice how beliefs about the systolic and diastolic BP are maintained during the time that the damped trace and blood sample factors are active, as shown by the lighter coloured traces. In contrast the DSLDS correctly detects a damped trace throughout the event. The blood sample factor is correctly off the whole time, and the suction factor is correctly near to zero. The X-factor is quite active correctly near the end of the trace, but also erroneously at the beginning.

Looking at the blood sample example in Fig. 6 we see that the FSLDS model divides this event up between the blood sample and damped trace factors being active. In addition the X-factor is active for most of the time. Again notice how inference for the continuous variables (channels) works in the artifactual ramp, zeroing and flushing stages of the blood sample. For the DSLDS, the blood sample factor is active for the majority of the time the event is happening, but we also see that the X-factor is incorrectly active for most of the time.

As well as example inferences, we can also produce summaries of the performance. We plot a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for each factor, aggregating information over all times and all patients. Each ROC curve can be summarized by the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Figure 7 shows the ROC curves for the FSLDS, DSLDS and $\alpha$-mixture for each of the four factors. Table 5 shows overall results for each factor. The best results (obtained from the $\alpha$-mixture) are AUC scores are 0.95 for blood sample, 0.79 for damped trace, 0.64 for suction and 0.61 for the X factor.

The performance obtained for blood sample is very good, suggesting that this can be detected with high confidence. This is potentially useful for silencing false alarms. Even though the nurse is present at the
bedside during a blood sample procedure and hence knows that the alarm is false, reducing unnecessary alarms would help reduce “alarm fatigue”.

The damped trace performance is good. This is a particularly interesting case, as it is not an event caused by nursing interventions, and therefore it is particularly helpful to flag up. It would be very useful to identify such events automatically in order to prompt the nursing staff to correct the problem. Also, assessing the quality of the blood pressure data being recorded would be very important if automatic charting is in use.

For suction and X-factor the performance is not much better than random (which has an AUC of 0.5). Suction events are complex and have a variable time course, which may explain the difficulty in predicting them. Also note that suction and position change events can have similar effects on the patient, due to movement of the endo-tracheal tube, and that position change was not modelled with a factor in our experiments. Thus it may not be surprising if these two event types are confused, which may explain the poorer performance for suction events.

As well as looking at the results aggregated over patients, we can also perform a more detailed analysis, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 for the FSLDS and DSLDS respectively. For the blood sample event by comparing the tables line by line we see that the DSLDS performance is generally much better, giving a higher AUC on 21 out of 27 of the cases, and avoiding the low scores obtained with the FSLDS. For the other factors the results are generally quite similar between the two, in line with Table 5.

12 Conclusions and Future Work

In this project we have collected and annotated a valuable dataset of neuro ICU data, which can be made available to bona fide researchers on request, subject to regulatory approval. We were successful in implementing a real-time system carrying out FSLDS analysis on the raw data coming from the ICU, as described in section 9. We are making available the code for stability detection and the FSLDS in matlab and C++, and the preprocessing code in C++.

The Bland-Altman plots in section 5 show that for all channels in over 50% of the time there is a difference between the raw and cleaned averages obtained over a 30 minute interval. This illustrates that artifact contamination is an important problem.

We have evaluated the FSLDS and DSLDS models for the task of predicting blood sample, damped trace, suction and X-factor events. The AUC scores for the \( \alpha \)-mixture are very high for blood samples (0.95), good for damped trace (0.79), and poor for suction (0.64) and X-factor (0.61) events. This combination method slightly outperforms the individual DSLDS or FSLDS models. The damped trace is a particularly interesting case, as this is not an event caused by nursing interventions, and therefore it is particularly helpful to flag up. We have also seen that it is the event class that dominates in terms of time (on average over 8 hours per patient).

Of course these results have been obtained from one specific ICU, and it will be important to assess the model’s performance in other patient populations and different centres to determine its robustness.

In terms of displaying the results to clinicians, we believe that plots like Figures 5 and 6 will be useful. It would be very dangerous to delete the raw data, but we can display the imputed data with error bars during artifactual periods, and show in greyscale the probability of artifactual factors being active.

In this paper we have evaluated the performance on a second-by-second basis using ROC curves. However, it would be useful to look at evaluation in an episode-based fashion (how well did we pick up a given event that lasted say 5 minutes?), as has been studied in Stanculescu et al. (2014, sec. IV.C).

We have focussed on using the FSLDS/DSLDS for detecting artifact, but note that it can be used more generally; for example Stanculescu et al. (2014) used an extended FSLDS model to detect sepsis in neonates, and more generally one can model changes in the patient’s state of health.

A Appendix: Models for each Factor

In this section we provide further details of the models used for stability, and for the blood sample, damped trace, suction, patient handling and X-factor events.
A.1 Stability

When none of the factors are active we are in a period of stability. Pulsatile channels are modelled with a relative AR model (as described in section 9.4.1 of Quinn and Williams 2011) consisting of an AR(2) baseline and an AR(2) signal. The filter that separate the baseline and signal components is a moving average filter with a window of width 3. Respiration rate, pleth rate and end-tidal CO\textsubscript{2} are instead modelled with a simple AR(2) process.

Model parameters for each channel are estimated from the annotated stability period. Initial values are derived using the Yule-Walker equations and then updated using three iterations of expectation-maximisation (Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996). If EM results in a value for the system matrix $A$ which is non-stationary\textsuperscript{5} then we revert to the initial value. Observation noise variance is an exception here, it set to a fixed value of 10.

A.2 Blood Sample Events

The blood sample factor consists of four stages: ramp, zero, flush, and a fourth stage for periods within a blood sample event that appear the same as stability. A $5 \times 5$ transition matrix between these four stages and stability is estimated from training data.

The ramp model is detailed in section 9.4.2 of Quinn and Williams (2011).

During the zeroing stage the pressure transducer is being recalibrated through exposure to air. ABP drops to approximately zero and no trace of the patient's true ABP is visible. This is implemented by decoupling the state from the observations with $H$ set to zero for the rows corresponding to the ABP channel, and setting the offset term to be the mean value observed during zeros. System noise covariance is unchanged but observation noise variance for each channel is set to the observed variance of the channel, as measured during zeroing events (this is multiplied by a scaling factor of 0.05). Since the boundaries of zeroing events aren't precise, the initial and final 20% of the event is excluded, both for observation variance and offset estimation purposes.

Typically towards the end of a blood sample, the arterial line is flushed. ABP rises to approximately 250–300 mmHg and no trace of the patient’s true ABP is visible. This is implemented by decoupling the state from the observations with $H$ set to zero for the rows corresponding to the ABP channel and setting the offset term to be the mean value observed during flushes. System noise covariance is unchanged but observation noise variance for each channel is set to the scaled variance of the channel, as measured during flush events (this is multiplied by a scaling factor of 0.05). Since the boundaries of flush events aren’t precise, the initial and final 20% of the event is excluded, both for observation variance and offset estimation purposes.

For the “stability within a blood sample” stage the parameters are simply copied from the stability model. Transitions to that stage from stability are prohibited by setting zeros in the transition matrix.

A.3 Damped Trace Events

During a damped trace event there is an occlusion in the arterial line, typically causing the pulse pressure (the difference between the systolic and diastolic pressures) to drop to near zero. The systolic and diastolic pressures converge to the value that the mean pressure held before the event. The mean ABP signal is also somewhat damped in comparison to stability, and so the parameters of the AR model are re-estimated.

The $AR(2)$ model for mean ABP is estimated from the labelled damped trace events. The observation noise variance $R$ for systolic ABP is the median variance of the difference between systolic and mean ABP — the diastolic value is computed similarly. The observation model $H$ is such that elements for systolic and diastolic ABP are set to zero and only mean ABP is taken from the continuous state variable. The system model $A$ for mean ABP is as learnt from the labelled events (using the Yule-Walker equations and EM) but remains unchanged for systolic and diastolic ABP channels.

\textsuperscript{5}The system matrix $A$ is non-stationary if the absolute value of any of its eigenvalues is greater than or equal to 1
A.4 Suction Events
For these purposes “suction - endo-tracheal” and “coughing” are both treated as suction events. Based on an analysis of the annotation files, only heart rate, respiration rate, pleth rate and end tidal CO\textsubscript{2} are understood to be affected during suction events.

Model parameters are re-estimated using the labelled suction events, Yule-Walker equations are used to produce an initial value for three iterations of EM. If EM results in a system matrix \( A \) that is non-stationary then we revert to the initial value. Observation noise variance is, as for stability, fixed to the value of 10.

A.5 X-factor
The X-factor (see Section III.A of Quinn, 2008 ) is used to account for all unusual observations that aren’t already explained by one of the existing factors. The model parameters for the X-factor consist of the model for stability but with an inflated system noise covariance \( Q \). The amount by which to inflate \( Q \) is the parameter \( \xi \). Its value is learned by the Matlab code using equation 10 in Quinn (2008).

A.6 Overwriting Order of Factors
When multiple factors are active at a given time, we use the notion of an ordering of the factors to determine which one affects each signal, as in Quinn (2008).

The ordering used here is

\[ X - \text{factor} < \text{handling} < \text{suction} < \text{blood sample} < \text{damped trace} \]  

where \( f^{(a)} < f^{(b)} \) means that the parameters from \( f^{(b)} \) can overwrite those set by \( f^{(a)} \).
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Table 1: Table showing the number of events of each type for each patient, along with summary statistics at the bottom. The total column excludes dysrhythmia, since it is not an artifact.
Table 2: Table showing the total duration in seconds for each event type for each patient, along with summary statistics at the bottom. The total column indicates the percentage of the patient stay affected by artifact, excluding dysrhythmia as it is not an artifact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
<th>Patient 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td>187.6</td>
<td>202.1</td>
<td>197.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>197.4</td>
<td>197.4</td>
<td>197.4</td>
<td>197.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary Statistics:
- Mean: 197.4 seconds
- Median: 197.4 seconds
- Mode: 197.4 seconds
- Standard Deviation: 0 seconds
- Range: 0 seconds

Note: Dysrhythmia is not included in the calculation of the total duration.
Figure 1: Graphical representations of annotation durations per patient. For each patient-annotation combination, the size of the rectangle indicates the fraction of recorded time that the particular annotation was present for that patient.
Figure 2: Bland-Altman plots for various channels computed over 30 minutes. The x-axis shows the clean value, and the y-axis the difference between the clean and raw values. FNZD denotes the fraction of non-zero differences.

Figure 3: A graphical model representation of the FSLDS (left) and DSLDS (right).

Extraction from ICU database → Preprocessing → Stability detection → FSLDS

Figure 4: The realtime pipeline.
Figure 5: An example of FSLDS and DSLDS inferences for a damped trace event. Note that the active X-factor at the end of the plot is due to a “noisy ABP” annotation. The data is plotted in bright colour, with the FSLDS inferences shown as a lighter colour and with a one standard deviation confidence interval. For each factor the DSLDS, FSLDS and $\alpha$-mixture inferences are shown. Posterior and ground truth probabilities are denoted by greyscale intensity as shown in the colour bar.
Figure 6: An example of FSLDS and DSLDS inferences for a blood sample event. The data is plotted in bright colour, with the FSLDS inferences shown as a lighter colour and with a one standard deviation confidence interval. For each factor the DSLDS, FSLDS and $\alpha$-mixture inferences are shown. Posterior and ground truth probabilities are denoted by greyscale intensity as shown in the colour bar.
Figure 7: ROC curves for the blood sample, damped trace, suction and X factor computed from the FSLDS, DSLDS and $\alpha$-mixture outputs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI001</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI003</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI004</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI005</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI007</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI009</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI010</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI018</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0002</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0007</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0008</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0020</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0027</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0029</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0036</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0041</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0064</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0083</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0099</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0107</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0112</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0113</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0115</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0123</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0129</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0158</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0172</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Table showing the AUC scores per factor per patient-interval for the FSLDS. NA indicates that the AUC score is not available because no events of the specified type occurred for the given patient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI001</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI003</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI004</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI005</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI007</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI009</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI010</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioTBI018</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0002</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0007</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0008</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0020</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0027</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0029</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0036</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0041</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0064</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0083</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0099</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0107</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0112</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0113</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0115</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0123</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0129</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0158</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO_0172</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Table showing the AUC scores per factor per patient-interval for the DSLDS. *NA* indicates that the AUC score is not available because no events of the specified type occurred for the given patient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSLDS</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSLDS</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-mixture</td>
<td>0.95(0.9)</td>
<td>0.79(0.9)</td>
<td>0.64(−∞)</td>
<td>0.61(1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Table showing the over AUC scores per factor for the FSLDS, DSLDS and α-mixture. The optimal value of the α parameter per factor is shown inside parentheses.